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"Lebanon, Jordan, Egypt, Turkey and the Gulf states continue to prevent the entry of 

Palestinian-Syrians to their lands" 

• “Mazut” allowed to enter Khan Al-Sheih camp in the suburbs of Damascus 

• Palestinian from Muzayrib released 30 days after being kidnapped 

• Lebanon: winter clothes distributed to the displaced Palestinian-Syrian families in Wady Al-

Zeina 



 

Latest Developments 

AGPS confirms that the Palestinian-Syrian refugee is still 

banned from entering most of the Arab and Islamic countries, such 

as Lebanon, Jordan, Egypt, the Arab Maghreb countries and Turkey, 

only under conditions that are not possible for the Palestinian-

Syrian refugees. 

The Jordanian and Turkish authorities continue to prevent the entry 

of Palestinian refugees from Syria into their territories, while the 

Turkish embassies have stopped issuing entry visas to Palestinian-

Syrians for more than three years, without giving reasons. 

Meanwhile, the Jordanian government issued an official decision 

which bans the entry of Palestinian refugees from Syria, for 

whatever reason. 

 

While the entry of Palestinian-Syrians into Lebanon is very difficult 

because of the tight procedures imposed by the Lebanese authorities 

on their entry, and the public security dealing with them depending 

on their mood. 

In addition, the Gulf Arab states have stopped issuing visas to 

Palestinian-Syrian refugees since the beginning of 2013. 



 

For its part, the Action Group called on all neighboring countries to 

lift their restrictions on the entry of Palestinian-Syrian refugees to 

their territories, and to abide by the international conventions that 

stipulate that all neighboring countries of war must receive and not 

interfere with the entry of those fleeing the conflict, into their 

territory. 

In southern Syria, unidentified gunmen released the 40-year-

old Palestinian refugee, Manhal Homeida, from the town of 

Muzayrib in Deraa. He had been kidnapped from the Muzayrib-Tell 

Shehab Road on 31-10-2017. 

It should be noted that the kidnappers had demanded a ransom of 

$ 200,000 for the release of Homeida. 

In a different context, the regime’s army's barriers allowed a 

number of "mazut" tanks to enter Khan Al-Sheih camp for 

Palestinian refugees in the suburbs of Damascus. This came after an 

agreement between the camp’s police station and the municipality, 

and included selling the fuel in the western lanes of the camp. Each 

house was allowed 100 liters of mazut, costing 190 Syrian pounds 

for one liter. 

 



 

In Lebanon, the Charitable Association for Palestinian Relief, 

in cooperation with the Guidance and Reform charity, distributed 

winter clothes to the displaced Palestinian-Syrian families in Wady 

Al-Zeina, in the province of Al-Kharroub, south of Lebanon. The 

Association’s representative confirmed that 160 families in Wady 

Al-Zeina benefited from the distribution which targeted the 

displaced families in the area and some families from the local 

community. 

The number of displaced Palestinian-Syrian families in Wady Al-

Zeina, south of Lebanon, is estimated at 450 families, out of 42 

thousand Palestinian-Syrian refugees that fled to Lebanon, to 

escape the ongoing war in Syria.  

 

Palestinians of Syria: November 29, 2017 Statistics: 

• The total number of victims documented by the Action Group 

is 3614, including 464 women 

• 1643 Palestinians are locked up behind Syrian government’s 

bars, 105 of which are women 

• Yarmouk refugee camp is under the Syrian regime army and 

Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine’s siege for 1,596 

days in a row 

• 204 refugees, mainly in Yarmouk Camp, have died due to lack 

of medical care and malnutrition 

• Water supplies have been cut off Deraa Camp for 1333 days, 

and 1173 days in Yarmouk Camp 



 

• Residents of Handarat Camp, in Aleppo have been banned 

from their homes for 1,669 days. Government troops have 

taken over the camp for more than 432 days. 

• Approximately 85 thousand Palestinian-Syrian refugees fled 

to Europe by the end of 2016 

• 31 thousand refugees are located in Lebanon 

• 17 thousand refugees are sheltered in Jordan 

• 6 thousand refugees are in Egypt 

• 8 thousand refugees are staying in Turkey 

• One thousand refugees are present in Gaza 


